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**We want your video questions for presidential candidates**

**Nov. 6, 2019 | Deadline is Friday, Nov. 22th!** The Teamsters Union is hosting a Presidential Candidate Forum on Dec. 7, 2019, featuring several of the leading Democratic contenders. We want the candidates to hear directly from Teamsters members – that’s why you’re being asked to submit a video with your question for the candidates. Details [here](#).

**Teamsters honor veterans**

**Nov. 11, 2019 |** Dear Active-Duty and Veteran Teamsters: Veterans Day is a time to remember the contributions of all those who are or have served in the nation’s armed forces protecting our freedom. The Teamsters recognize the sacrifice those in the military incur and are honored that so many have chosen to become a part of our union family. Since World War I, Teamster members have been involved in all our nation’s wars... [Continued at Teamsters](#)
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